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ABSTRACT
The problem of determining rank in the presence of error occurs in a number
of applications. The usual approach is to compute a rank-revealing decomposition and make a decision about the rank by examining the small elements
of the decomposition. In this paper we look at three commonly use decompositions: the singular value decomposition, the pivoted QR decomposition,
and the URV decomposition.

Introduction
The problem of determining the rank of a matrix has any number of mathematical
solutions. For example, if X is an n  p (n  p) of rank k, then X can be reduced
by elementary transformations to a row echelon form in which the rst k rows of X
are linearly independent and the remaining rows are zero. This factorization is perhaps
the most widely known example of a rank-revealing decomposition | a decomposition
in which the rank can be read o from the pattern of zero and nonzero elements. There
are, of course, many other rank revealing decompositions; e.g., the singular value decomposition, the QRP decomposition, and a variety of complete orthogonal factorizations.
The problem is far more dicult when the elements of X are contaminated with
error, so that instead of X we observe
X~ = X + E;
where E is unknown. In this case we must determine the rank k of the original matrix
from the contaminated matrix X~ . The usual approach is to compute a rank-revealing
decomposition of X~ . Since, in general, X~ will be of full rank, the decomposition will not
reveal the rank by the structure of its zero elements. Instead one looks at the structure
of the \small" elements in the hope that they will say something about the rank of
X . However, there are several diculties with this general approach, which we now list
brie y.
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1. If we compute a decomposition Z~ = U~ T X~ V~ of X~ corresponding to the rankrevealing decomposition Z = U T XV of X , there is no guarantee that Z~ have
small elements in place of the revealing zeros of Z . As we shall see, this is a
problem even when the transformations U and V are orthogonal.
2. We must have some knowledge of E to say when elements in a rank-revealing
decomposition are \small". Usually this knowledge is in the form of an estimate
of a norm of E , or the size of a \typical" element of E , or even a statistical
distribution of the elements of E . Whatever form this knowledge takes, it must
come from outside sources, i.e. the nature of the application.
3. We also need to know something about X . For example, if X~ = diag(1; 10 3)
and we know that kE k 
= 102 in the spectral norm, we cannot say that X has
rank one | only that X being of rank one is not inconsistent with what we know.
In order to make a stronger statement we need to know, say, that the smallest
nonzero singular value of X is greater than 10 2 .
4. The results of a rank determination can vary with the scaling. For example, if the
last row of the matrix X in the preceding item of this list is multiplied by 103,
then X becomes the identity, and the most we can say about E is that kE k 
= 10.
In this case the data are consistent with X being the zero matrix! The usual x
is to attempt to scale X~ so that the elements of E are roughly the same size. But
this is not always easily done.
5. In most applications, rank determination is only a beginning. What is done subsequently often requires a knowledge of the column or null spaces of X or X T. Thus
any rank-revealing decomposition must produce approximations to these spaces.
6. In many applications the rows of X are not xed but change as rows are added
and deleted. Since rank-revealing decompositions are usually too expensive to
recompute ab initio , our decomposition should be updatable.
Keeping these diculties in mind, we are going discuss three decompositions that are
used to determine the rank of a matrix: the singular value decomposition, the pivoted
QR decomposition (also called the QRP decomposition), and an intermediary called
the URV decomposition. All three are based on orthogonal transformations, which
have the desirable property that they cannot magnify the error in X . In the next three
sections we will describe these decompositions and discuss their numerical properties.
In the concluding section we will treat the problem of using these decompositions to
determine rank in the presence of error.
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1. The Singular Value Decomposition
The singular value decomposition is the creme de la creme among rank-revealing decomposition. It has the form
!

T
U XV = 0 ;
(1)

where U and V are orthogonal and

 = diag(1; 2; : : :; p);
with

1      k > 0 = k+1 =    = p:
Thus the rank k of X is revealed by the fact that its p k largest singular values are
nonzero while its k smallest singular values are zero.

The singular value decomposition easily provides orthonormal bases for range and
null spaces associated with X . Speci cally, if we partition

U = (U1 U2) and V = (V1 V2);

(2)

then:
1. The columns of U1 form an orthonormal basis for the column space of X .
2. The columns of U2 form an orthonormal basis for the null space of X T.
3. The columns of V1 form an orthonormal basis for the column space of X T .
4. The columns of V2 form an orthonormal basis for the null space of X .
The singular value decomposition behaves well in the presence of error. Speci cally,
if
!
~

T
U~ X~ V~ = 0
is the singular value decomposition of X~ , then it follows from Schmidt's theorem that

~k2+1 +    + ~p2  kE k2F;

(3)

where k  kF denotes the Frobenius norm. Thus the singular value decomposition of
X~ reveals the rank in the sense that the sum of squares of its p k smallest singular
values are bounded by the Frobenius norm of E .1 Moreover, the spaces spanned by
Actually, each of the n k smallest singular values are bounded by the spectral norm of E ; however,
this result is less useful in practice than (3).
1
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U~1, U~2, V~1, and V~2 are approximations to the subspaces listed above that are accurate
to about k 1 kE k. Thus if k is reasonably large compared to E | i.e., the problem

has a favorable signal to noise ratio | the singular value decomposition provides good
approximations to the desired subspaces.
The singular value decomposition can be computed in many ways, among which the
following three are the most common.
1. Reduce X to bidiagonal form by two sided orthogonal transformations and reduce
the bidiagonal form to diagonal form by a variant of the QR algorithm.
2. Reduce X to triangular form by transformations applied on the right (i.e., compute
the QR decomposition of X ). Then compute the singular value decomposition of
the triangular matrix.
3. Compute the eigendecomposition of the symmetric cross-product matrix X T X .
The rst method is by far the most expensive, though it is standard for one-shot jobs.
The other two approaches have the advantage that the intermediate decompositions can
be updated in O(p2) time, the third trivially and very quickly. It is true that when we
update in this way, we loose the ability to compute the matrix U ; but in most updating
applications U is not required. It is sometimes objected that computing the singular
value decomposition via the cross-product matrix is numerically unstable. But these
instabilities only become important when k2=12 approaches the rounding unit of the
computer arithmetic | something that seldom happens in the presence of errors other
than rounding error.
In the updating game, no matter which of the above algorithms is used, one is left
with the problem of updating a singular value decomposition or eigendecomposition of
a square matrix of order p. Unfortunately, no algorithms that perform these updates
in less that O(p3) time are known, a fact that severly restricts the use of the singular
value decomposition in real-time applications. Recent work has focused on maintaining
an approximate diagonal form that is good enough for practical purposes. However,
an alternative to which we now turn, is to work with more computationally tractable
decompositions.

2. QRP Decompositions
The pivoted QR decomposition, or the QRP decomposition as it will be called here, is
actually a class of decompositions. Speci cally, there is a permutation matrix P and an
orthogonal matrix Q such that
!
R
QT XP = 0 ;
(4)
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where

R = R011 R012

!

with R11 an upper triangular matrix of order k having positive diagonal elements. The
decomposition is not unique, since P can be any permutation matrix (also called a pivot
matrix ) such that the rst k columns of XP are unique. Once P has been determined,
however, the matrices R11 and R12 are uniquely determined, as are the rst k columns
of Q.
If we partition XP = (X1 X2) and Q = (Q1 Q2), where X1 and Q1 have k columns,
then
1. The columns of X1 and Q1 form an orthonormal basis for the column space of X .
2. The columns of Q2 form an orthonormal basis for the null space of X T .
3. The columns of (R11 R12)T form a (nonorthonormal) basis for the column space
of X T .
4. The columns of ( RT12R11T I )T form a (nonorthonormal) basis for the null space
of X .
This list illustrates some of the strengths and weaknesses of QRP decompositions. As
far as the row space of X and the null space of X T are concerned, the matrix Q is
entirely analogous to the matrix U of the singular value decompositions. Moreover,
the rst k columns of XP form a basis for the columns space of X ; i.e., the QRP
decomposition picks out a set of linearly independent columns, unlike the singular value
decomposition, which merely furnishes a basis for the column space. Unfortunately,
there is no analogue of the matrix V , and the corresponding bases, which must be
obtained from R, are not orthonormal. Moreover, the basis for the null space of X
requires additional computation for its formation. This is particularly unfortunate,
since many applications require an orthonormal basis for this subspace.
In the presence of error, we should like to determine a permutation matrix P~ and
an orthogonal matrix Q~ such that
!
~
~
R
R
11
12
T
(5)
Q~ X~ P~ = 0 G ;
22
where R11 is upper triangular of order k with positive diagonal elements, and G22 is a
triangular matrix satisfying
kG22k = O(kE k):
Note that this amounts to nding a suitable pivot matrix P , since once P is chosen, the
rest of the decomposition is essentially unique.
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The question of the existence of a rank-revealing QRP decomposition in the sense of
the preceding paragraph has only recently been answered in the armative, Unfortunately, the proof is not constructive, and the problem of eciently computing a provably
rank-revealing QRP decomposition is still an active area of research (for more see the
notes and references at the end of the paper).
For practical purposes, however, almost any sensible strategy will work. The standard algorithm is unitary triangularization with pivoting on the column of largest norm.
This procedure is mathematically (though not numerically) equivalent to the GramSchmidt algorithm in which the largest projected vector is the next to enter the orthogonalization.
An alternative is the rank-revealing algorithm of T. Chan, which starts from an
unpivoted QR decomposition and moves linearly dependent columns of R to the end.
The rst step of this algorithm is typical. A condition estimator is used to nd a vector
v of norm one such that  = kRvk is small. A permutation matrix P^ and an orthogonal
matrix Q^ are determined so that
1. the last component of v^ = P^ T v is the largest,
2. R^ = Q^ T RP^ is upper triangular.

Since the magnitude of the last component of v^ is not less than 1=pp and kR^ v^k = , it
follows that jr^ppj  pp; i.e., R^ reveals the degeneracy in the rank of R. Unfortunately,
when this procedure is iterated, the provable bound on the size of the resulting G22
grows exponentially, though in practice the algorithms works well enough.
At present there seems to be no ecient algorithm for updating a rank-revealing
QRP algorithm.

3. URV and ULV Decompositions
Although the simplicity of QRP decompositions makes them attractive, the fact that
P must be a permutation matrix is a combinatorial constraint that makes analysis
dicult and algorithms hard to come by. In this section we will consider another class
of decompositions that mitigates these problems by relaxing the restriction on P .
The decompositions are based on what is sometimes called a complete orthogonal
decomposition. If X is exactly of rank k, there are orthogonal matrices U and V such
that
!
R
11 0
T
U XV = 0 0 ;
where R is an upper triangular matrix of order k having positive diagonal elements.
Such a decomposition is not unique: the singular value decomposition is an extreme
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example. However, by relaxing the restriction that the decomposition be diagonal, we
introduce extra degrees of freedom in U and V that make for exability.
This exability does not imply a loss of information. If we partition U and V as
in (2), then the statements following that equation remain true. In other words, the
decomposition provides orthonormal bases for the range and null spaces associated with
X.
A rank-revealing URV decomposition of X~ is a decomposition of the form
!
R
F
11
12
T
U~ X~ V~ = 0 G ;
22

where, as usual, R is an upper triangular matrix of order k having positive diagonal elements and F12 and G22 are of order kE k. Unlike the QRP decomposition, the
URV decomposition can be made provably rank revealing. The process begins like
Chan's method by reducing X to a triangular form R and using a condition estimator
to nd a vector v of norm one such that  = kRv k is small. Orthogonal matrices U^ and
V^ are determined so that
1. V^ T v = ep , where ep is the vector whose last component is one and whose other
components are zero,
2. R^ = U^ T RV^ is upper triangular.
It then follows that R^ has the form

R^ =

!
R^11 f12 ;
0
22

where k(f12T 22)k = . Thus R^ reveals the rank degeneracy in R. However, instead of
just the (p; p)-element of R^ being small, as in the QRP decomposition, the entire last
column of R^ is small. This fact allows us to iterate the process on R^ 11 to get a provably
rank-revealing decomposition of X . At each stage, a block variant of the QR algorithm,
can be applied to further reduce the size of f12.
An attractive feature of rank-revealing URV decompositions is that they can be
updated in O(p2) time. Moreover, the updating algorithm can be implemented in O(p)
time on a linear array of p processors. The updating algorithm can be started with the
zero matrix, so that there is no need to compute an initial decomposition.
There is also a rank-revealing ULV decomposition, in which the target matrix is
lower triangular. Surprisingly, these decompositions are not mere variants of one another
but have di erent mathematical algorithmic properties | an area for future research.
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4. Rank Determination
The term \rank-revealing decomposition" is something of a misnomer, since it implies
that the decomposition automatically reveals rank. As we indicated in Items 2 and 3 of
the list in the introduction, a decomposition alone is never sucient: we need to know
something about the error, and perhaps also about the original matrix. In this section,
we will discuss the how to use our three rank-revealing decompositions to determine
rank in the presence of errors.

4.1. The Singular Value Decomposition

Suppose for the moment that we know the rank k of X and desire to estimate the matrix
X from X~ . A natural procedure is to try to approximate X~ by a matrix of rank k in
the least squares sense. Otherwise put, our estimate of X is a matrix X^ that satis es
kX~ X^ kF = min kX~ Y kF:
rank(Y )

k

Fischer's theorem says that X^ exists and that
kX~ X^ k2F = ~k2+1 +    + ~n2 def
= ~k2
(6)
For our purposes the most important consequence of Fischer's theorem is the following. Since X^ is minimizing, the right hand side of (6) can only increase when we
replace X^ by X . Consequently,
kE k2F  kX X^ k2F = ~k2:
The implication is that if kE kF is smaller than ~k2 then X could not possibly been of
rank k. Thus a natural choice of k is the smallest integer such that
kE k2F  ~k2:
This strategy works well, provided the errors are well scaled and k is well above
the error level. In this case ~k2 remains below kE k2F, but the presence of ~k forces the
sum ~k2 1 to be larger than kE k2F (recall that from the perturbation theory for singular
values, ~k  k kE k, so that ~k is large along with k ).
If we are willing to assume more about E , we can re ne our procedure. Let us
suppose that the elements of E are uncorrelated random variables with mean zero and
standard deviation . Because the matrices U and V in the singular value decomposition
(1) of X are orthogonal, the elements of the matrices Hij in
!

+
H
H
1
11
12
~ = U T XV + U T EV 
U T XV
(7)
H
H
21

22
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are also uncorrelated with mean zero and standard deviation . Now if k is large
compared with kE k, then
~k2 = kH22k2F + O(kE k3):
(8)
It follows that that the average value of ~k2+1 +    + ~p2 is approximated by

E(~k ) = (n k)(p k) :
2

2

Consequently, we should choose k to be the smallest integer such that

~k2 <   (n k)(p k)2:

(9)

The number  in (9) is a fudge factor that compensates for the fact that ~k2 will
often be larger than its mean. If it is too small, i.e. too near one, the test will tend to
overestimate the rank. If it is too large, the test will tend to underestimate the rank.
If we know the distribution of the elements of E and the value of k , we can choose 
to trade these errors o against one another. However, it seldom happens in practice
that we have such precise information, and the value of  must usually be chosen on
the basis of experience.
The statistical assumptions about the elements of E | that they are uncorrelated
with mean zero and common standard deviation  | correspond to the equal error scaling mentioned in Item 4 of the list in the introduction. If these assumptions are not
satis ed, it may be possible to scale the problem so that they are. For example, if the
rows of E are uncorrelated
with mean zero and dispersion (variance) matrix , then
1
the elements of E  2 are uncorrelated with mean zero and standard deviation one.
This process is sometimes called \whitening" the noise. However, it cannot be applied
when  is singular (e.g., when a column of X~ is without error). What to do in such
situations is imperfectly understood.
Finally, it is important not to lay too much stress on detailed statistical assumptions
about the error. Informally all that is needed is for the elements of E to be roughly the
same size  and to remain so under unrelated orthogonal transformations. In that case
the elements of the matrix H22 = U2T EV2 will be of roughly of size  and kH22k2F will
be approximately (n k)(p k)2 . This is all that is required for the validity of the test
(9).

4.2. QRP Decompositions
Rank determination with QRP decompositions is not as straightforward as it is with
the singular value decomposition. In the rst place there is no analogue of Fisher's
theorem for the decomposition. Moreover, if we attempt to repeat the development
that produced the test (9) we run into diculties.
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To see why, let us apply the transformations Q and P to the matrix X~ . The result
is
!
R
R
11 + H11
12 + H12
T ~
U XP =
:
(10)
H
H
21

22

Now the matrix H22 is quite tractable. Under our assumptions about the distribution of
the elements of E , the expectation of kH22k2F is (n k)(p k)2. Unfortunately, kH22kF
is not an approximation of kG22kF , which is what we have to work with. The reason
~ is not in triangular form, and when we reduce it to triangular form, the
is that U T XP
matrix G22 [c.f. (5)] becomes contaminated by the elements of the large matrix R12.
(The same sort of thing does not occur with the singular value decomposition because
both o -diagonal blocks in (7) are small.)
Fortunately, we can still approximate the expected value of kG22kF . Speci cally, the
norm of G22 is the norm last n k rows of the projection of the last column of (10)
onto the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by the rst column. Explicitly,
the norm of G22 is the norm of the matrix
H22

H21[(R11

T

+ H11 ) (R11 +

H11)

T

+ H21 H21]

1

[(R11 +

H11)

T

(R12 +

H12)

T

+ H21 H22 ]:

If we ignore higher order terms, we get

(11)
kG k = kH H R R k :
Consequently, the expected value of kG k should be approximately
(n k)trace[Ip k + R (R R ) R ] :
(12)
Of course we do not know R and R ; however, the computed matrices R~ and R~
2
22 F

22

21

1
11

2
12 F

2
22 F

T
12

11

12

T
11

11

1

12

2

11

12

are small perturbations of the originals and can be used in their place. Thus, our test
is to choose k to be the smallest integer such that
(13)
kG22k2F <   (n k)trace[Ip k + R~T12(R~ T11R~11) 1R~12]2;
where  is the usual fudge factor.

4.3. URV Decompositions
The same argument that was used to show (8) can be used to show that for the URV decomposition
~k2 = kG22k2F + O(kE k3):
Consequently an appropriate test for the URV decomposition is to choose the smallest
k such that
kG22k2F <   (n k)(p k)2:
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5. Notes and References
The problem of rank determination in the presence of error arises in a number of applications: e.g., variable selection in statistics and engineering [7, 47, 61], direction of
arrival estimation in signal processing [1, 58, 59], and the projection of ill-conditioned
problems onto manifolds where they become well conditioned [51, 21, 22]. In many
instances, the original matrix X is not exactly of rank k as we have described it in
the introduction. Instead physical approximations or infelicities in the model make X
only approximately of rank k, though the deviation must be less than the error for the
techniques described here to have approximate validity.
Closely related, but of a di erent avor, is the problem of regularizing the ill-posed
problems which arise from discretizations of compact or unbounded operators [24, 32,
45, 57, 71, 75].
The fact that something must be known about the errors in order to make statements about rank is a commonplace in areas like signal processing, where the errors are
relatively large, or statistics, where there is a vast literature under the heading \errors
in the variables" [2, 3, 5, 4, 8, 20, 34, 48, 65], or numerical analysis, where there is a
growing literature under the heading \total least squares" [31, 41, 63, 72, 74].
Although the updating of least squares solutions goes back to Gauss [35], the updating of decompositions seems to have arisen in linear program, where the inverse basis
matrix must be updated [19]. A closely related problem is that of downdating | the
removal of rows from X | a process that is also called windowing. The literature on
updating and downdating is too voluminous to survey here.
The singular value decomposition dates to the last half of the nineteenth century (for
a history see [67]). The theorem cited here as Schmidt's theorem [60], is often attributed
to Eckart and Young [29], who rediscovered it thirty years later. The popularity of the
singular value decomposition in numerical analysis is due to Golub and Kahan [38].
Until recently reduction to bidiagonal form followed by a variant of the QR algorithm, due to Golub [40], has been the standard way to compute the decomposition.
Recently new algorithms for reducing the bidiagonal matrix have been proposed [25, 30].
The idea of rst computing the QR decomposition has been exploited by Chan [12, 11].
Beltrami [6] rst established the existence of the singular value decomposition in 1873
by computing the eigendecomposition of the cross-product matrix, and this is still a
popular way of doing things in some disciplines. In fact, sometimes the singular value
decomposition completely disappears.
Algorithms for updating the singular value decomposition have been given in [10, 18];
however, they require O(p3) operations, the same as required to compute the decomposition from scratch. Iterative algorithms that maintain an approximate factorization
may be found in [54, 55, 56].
Formulas for the discrete version of the Gram-Schmidt algorithm can be found in the
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rst supplement to Laplace's Theoria Analytique des Probabilities [52]; however, Laplace
was after an expression for the variance of a regression parameter and did not regard
his formulas as a computational device. Gram [44] and Schmidt [60] orthogonalized
series of functions: Gram by determinantal expressions (hence the Gramian matrix)
and Schmidt by the now classic algorithm. The use of orthogonal transformations to
compute the decomposition is due to Householder [50], Bogert and Burris [9], and Golub
[36]. The last mentioned work also contains the notion of column pivoting and the rst
updating algorithm for the QR decomposition. The name QR decomposition is from
Francis's QR algorithm [33], which uses the decomposition.
Although pivoting for column size while computing the QR decomposition has long
been regarded as a reliable way of determining rank (e.g., see [39, 62]), Chan [13] was
the rst to give bounds for a rank-revealing decomposition (the descriptive phrase \rank
revealing" was coined by him). Unfortunately, the bounds were exponential in the defect p k in the rank. In fact, only recently have Hong and Pan [49] established the
existence of a rank revealing QR decomposition. Although their approach is not constructive, Chandrasekaran and Ipsen [14] have given an algorithm, which unfortunately
has combinatorial complexity (this paper is an excellent source for other pivoting strategies that have appeared in the literature). In a personal communication and Pan and
Tang have described and algorithm that requires less work.
It is important to distinguish the sense in which the theory of Hong and Pan and the
algorithms mentioned above are rank revealing. Both take an integer k and produce a
permutation that reveals if there is a gap between the kth and (k + 1)th singular value.
Change k and the permutation changes, so that the rank is not necessarily revealed for
all k simultaneously.
The ability to cheaply compute an approximate null vector of a triangular matrix |
a topic which goes under the slightly misleading name of \conditions estimation" | is
fundamental to some algorithms for computing a rank-revealing QRP decomposition as
well as the URV and ULV decompositions. Although the rst such algorithm is found
in [43], it was LINPACK [27] that popularized the idea. For a survey with references
see [46].
URV and ULV decompositions [68, 66] had their genesis in the author's unsuccessful
attempt to update a rank-revealing QR factorization. A re nement step, which tends
to decrease the size of the o -diagonal elements has been analyzed in [53] (see also
[56, 15, 28]). A parallel implementation of the updating algorithm is described in [69].
The methods treated here are not the only ones for revealing rank. For example,
methods based on the Lanczos algorithm have been proposed for the case where the
rank is small [17, 77, 78].
The perturbation of singular values, including Fischer's theorem, is surveyed in
[70]. The relation (8) is a consequence of theorems in [53]. The approach to rank
determination followed here is rather crude, suitable for the crude models and data one
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can expect in practice. However, if one can assume normality, then ~k2 is approximately
2 , a fact that can be used to determine a value for the fudge facter  in (9). More
generally the singular values k2+1 ; : : :p2 are approximately the eigenvalues of a Wishart
matrix, whose distributions are known (e.g., see [26, 16]).
The problem of poorly scaled errors is closely related to the problem of arti cial
ill-conditioning, which is discussed in [64]. The equal error scaling advocated there is
the equivalent of noise whitening. One solution to the problem of constrained errors is
to project the problem onto a submanifold where the errors can be whitened [23, 37, 73].
The results on testing QRP decompositions appear to be new. The consequence of
(11) and (12) are that kG22k2F will tend to be larger than ~2k . Comparing (9) and (13),
we see that the latter has been increased to compensate for this fact.
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